To SEC NIOSH

I BELIEVE

THAT Employees of Hanford Richland
OPERATION's ATOMIC WORKERS SHOULD
BE INCLUDED IN SEC LIST FOR

MANY REASONS. HERE ARE A FEW REASONS

A) High Low Doses of radiation in the
making and also storing of
fuel rods used in nuclear weapons
also weapons grade U-235 for other
nuclear use in the world today
also most components used to
make the atom bomb in WW II
at B-Plant. All of the waste
is still at the Hanford site. So exposures
are still going on each day. And will
for many years to come clean up
has been started.

B) High exposures to many
different types of chemical minerals
stored at 100N 100K 300E 200 W
Tank farms. The tank are million
gallon tanks. There are many.
Some have leaked out. Some shelly tanks. This leaves many exposures
to the water which we drank
until we demanded bottled water
be provided at some plant,